
Top 5 Metaverse development Companies
that are go-to destinations for ventures
delving into Web3 in 2022!

This press release speaks about the top 5

metaverse development companies that

business owners lean on for technical aid

while creating their platforms.

CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, INDIA, October

8, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Web3 space’s formation has spurred

up so many creative ideas that are

business-worthy, and some have even

given rise to whole new profiting

domains for the future. A highly-

speculated idea in the nineties,

metaverses have become a reality today, with many businesses setting themselves up for the

future. Brands, corporations, and startups alike have opted for metaverse development, as the

domain is set to rule the world in the next decade. Due to the domain’s niche nature, most

ventures need assistance from professional B2B metaverse development companies that could

create virtual worlds that can provide immersive experiences to people.

Why is All the Craze Around Metaverse Development?

As we all know, metaverses are virtual worlds where people can interact with each other using

digital avatars. These platforms utilize various Web3 elements, including blockchains, virtual

reality, augmented reality, and artificial intelligence, for optimal results. Metaverse development

solutions could conduct their businesses in two types: building entire virtual worlds; by utilizing

land parcels inside existing metaverse applications. Both options are popular among business

enthusiasts who approach the top metaverse development companies to get things done. This

press release is a compiled summary of the top 5 metaverse development companies that

deliver quality virtual world-based projects to their clients.

1. Blockchain App Factory

Making the pole spot on this list, Blockchain App Factory is a popular metaverse development

company with a global presence. Its 7+ years of experience in Web3 provides its experts with

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.blockchainappfactory.com/metaverse-development-services
https://www.blockchainappfactory.com/


much-needed knowledge on metaverse development as they often build inspiring virtual world

platforms for clients. The firm can create metaverse applications such as NFT marketplaces, P2E

games, healthcare solutions, payment solutions, and social media spaces. The company’s ability

to craft featureful 3D event spaces for meetings, conferences, parties, functions, and gatherings

using state-of-the-art technical stacks gives Blockchain App Factory a competitive edge over

others when it comes to metaverse development.

2. Chaincella

Being a unit of the abovementioned Blockchain App Factory, Chaincella inches closer to its

parent company when it comes to metaverse development. As a firm with selective Web3

development skills, it is no surprise that Chaincella’s developers chose metaverses in their list as

its services in the domain are exemplary, according to its clients. Within a few years, the

company has become part of various novel Web3 projects, including a few metaverse

development ones that could hit virtual land soon. The firm is a favorite among multiple sections

of metaverse business enthusiasts, making it famous in the Web3 space.

3. AppDupe

Another experienced Web3 development firm making it to the list of top 5 metaverse

development companies, AppDupe’s name might doubt some. Yet, its business is fully based on

Web3 currently, and its mission is to empower startups through its affordable solutions. Its

ready-made applications for entire metaverses and business platforms usable inside virtual

worlds have a lot of fans who admire those products. Numerous businesses have benefited from

AppDupe’s metaverse development team, which has expertise in crafting feature-rich digital

worlds based on blockchain technology. In a nutshell, AppDupe’s metaverse development

services are for those who need novel Web3 business applications.

4. LeewayHertz

A US-based Web3 enterprise services provider, LeewayHertz is famous among metaverse

development aficionados for its impressive services and extremely well-written blogs. The firm

has extensive experience as a metaverse development company, making it a top contender in

any rankings. A fair portion of its diverse clientele has utilized its services related to building such

virtual worlds. NFT marketplaces, gaming spaces, healthcare solutions, and 3D spaces are a few

examples of LeewayHertz’s outstanding projects related to metaverses. The firm also has access

to development in major blockchains, which makes it a go-to option for Web3 businesses that

intend to go wider.

5. Antier Solutions

An experienced hand in metaverse development, Antier Solutions has made it to the list sheerly

due to its released projects. The clientele of the firm includes many popular names in the real

world that have utilized its development expertise to step into the virtual realm. The company

has skilled professionals in design, development, testing, and marketing, making it a favorable

candidate for the pole position in the future. As one of the top 5 metaverse development

companies, Antier Solutions provides development from scratch and Whitelabel applications for



metaverses and related business platforms that can be afforded by anyone without a doubt.

Shedding Some Final Light

The firms mentioned above are the top five metaverse development companies sought after by

business enthusiasts this year, despite the not-so-good crypto markets. While the promise that

metaverses offer to project owners is at an all-time high, the perseverance it takes for one

actually to realize their ideas into virtual world applications takes a huge effort. These companies

can help such people with their expertise to assist them in delving into the Web3 realm

effortlessly and reap the benefits with time. The metaverse is here to stay, and these companies

will play an immense role in shaping the future of metaverse development.
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